Context. The global survey of star clusters in the Milky Way (MWSC) is a comprehensive list of 3061 objects that provides, among other parameters, distances to clusters based on isochrone fitting. The Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS) catalogue, which is a part of Gaia data release 1 (Gaia DR1), delivers accurate trigonometric parallax measurements for more than 2 million stars, including those in star clusters. Aims. We compare the open cluster photometric distance scale with the measurements given by the trigonometric parallaxes from TGAS to evaluate the consistency between these values. Methods. The average parallaxes of probable cluster members available in TGAS provide the trigonometric distance scale of open clusters, while the photometric scale is given by the distances published in the MWSC. Sixty-four clusters are suited for comparison as they have more than 16 probable members with parallax measurements in TGAS. We computed the average parallaxes of the probable members and compared these to the photometric parallaxes derived within the MWSC. Results. We find a good agreement between the trigonometric TGAS-based and the photometric MWSC-based distance scales of open clusters, which for distances less than 2.3 kpc coincide at a level of about 0.1 mas with no dependence on the distance. If at all, there is a slight systematic offset along the Galactic equator between 30
Introduction
Open star clusters are important building blocks of the Milky Way. The knowledge of their distances is essential for studies of the structure, dynamics, and evolution of the population in the Galactic disk. The most direct method of cluster distance estimation is based on measurements of trigonometric parallaxes of cluster stars. Until now, the astrometric method has been restricted to a few clusters in the solar vicinity. For more remote clusters distances are usually determined from photometric data by fitting theoretical isochrones to the observed cluster colour magnitude diagrams. One expects the two methods to provide consistent results.
A sample of clusters distributed within a significant range of distances determined by the photometric and astrometric distance scales enables a comparison between the two methods. Within the project Milky Way Star Clusters (MWSC hereafter; Kharchenko et al. 2012) , cluster parameters for 2859 clusters known in the literature (Kharchenko et al. 2013 ) and 202 newly discovered open clusters and associations (Schmeja et al. 2014;  Send offprint requests to: R.-D. Scholz Scholz et al. 2015) were determined. The sample includes clusters with distances up to 15 kpc with the mode at 2.4 kpc. The distances in the MWSC survey are based on photometric data of cluster members from the 2MASS catalogue (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) that were fitted to isochrones derived from evolutionary stellar models.
On the other hand, the recently published first Gaia data release, Gaia DR1 (Arenou et al. 2017) , includes the TGAS catalogue (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016 ) with parallaxes and proper motions based on a combination of Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2000) and Gaia DR1 observations. The TGAS catalogue (Michalik et al. 2015) presents trigonometric parallaxes of about 2 mln. stars with a nominal accuracy of 0.3. . . 0.7 mas. These are sufficient data to obtain independent average trigonometric parallaxes of some MWSC clusters up to distances of about 2 kpc. This paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we describe the input data, which were selected from the MWSC survey and cross-identified with TGAS, for our study. The results of the comparison of the photometric and astrometric distance scales for open clusters are discussed in Section 3, and the summary and conclusions are given in Section 4. 
The data
The MWSC survey provides a comprehensive sample of star clusters in our Galaxy together with a number of welldetermined parameters based on uniform photometric and kinematic stellar data gathered from the all-sky catalogues 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and PPMXL (Röser et al. 2010 ). The full sample contains 3208 objects: 3061 open and 147 globular clusters. In this study, we concentrate on the subset of open clusters. For all stars within the cluster areas, membership probabilities were determined by the use of kinematic (proper motions) and photometric (colour magnitude diagrams) selection criteria. The procedure is described in Kharchenko et al. (2012) , and the results are published in the MWSC catalogue of stars in cluster areas (Kharchenko et al. 2013; Schmeja et al. 2014; Scholz et al. 2015) . Membership probabilities were used to determine basic parameters of a cluster, in particular its apparent size, proper motion, age, distance, and reddening. For the purpose of this study, we selected stars with membership probability P > 60% and hereafter we refer to these stars as probable cluster members.
For the cross-match between the probable cluster members and the stars in Gaia DR1/TGAS, we used the Sky Algorithm by TopCat (Taylor 2005) . The limiting angular distance between matched stars was set to be 1 arcsec, although actually it could have been replaced with any value between 0.4 arcsec and 5 arcsec without a noticeable change of results. We found that 5743 probable members in 1118 MWSC clusters have TGAS parallaxes. Out of these stars, 199 stars have negative TGAS parallaxes ( TGAS ≤ 0). The top 10 of the most populated clusters contain more than 50 probable members with TGAS parallaxes each. As the parallax errors of the probable members of a given cluster were similar to each other, the average trigonometric parallax of a cluster was computed as the simple, unweighted mean with 3σ clipping of the outliers. We also analysed the MWSC-TGAS proper motion differences (∆µ RA , ∆µ DE ) of probable cluster members. These did not show systematic effects. Their mean values of (−0.05 ± 0.04, −0.06 ± 0.03) mas/yr were not significant; their standard deviations of (3.04, 2.42) mas/yr reflected the MWSC proper motion accuracies. Only a few outliers were found. Therefore, 3σ clipping was also performed on the TGAS proper motions to remove kinematic non-members. Having done this, we took all remaining probable cluster members for the calculation, including those with negative parallaxes in TGAS, to avoid a bias in the result.
Hereafter we refer to the means as TGAS and to their computed errors as ε . For each cluster, the photometric parallax was computed as MWS C = 1000/d MWS C , where MWS C is in mas, and the photometric distance from the MWSC survey d MWS C is given in parsecs. We determined MWSC distances by fitting cluster member CMDs to isochrones that were computed using the online server CMD2.2 1 (for more details see Kharchenko et al. 2012 Kharchenko et al. , 2013 .
Trigonometric versus photometric parallaxes
Although we found probable members with TGAS parallaxes in 1118 MWSC clusters, not all clusters can be used for a comparison between the photometric and trigonometric scales but only those with a certain minimum of probable members in TGAS. This number should be large enough to diminish the impact of individual stars on the mean trigonometric parallax due to possible uncertainties of their membership determination and/or parallax measurements. On the other hand, because of its shallow magnitude limit, as a rule the TGAS catalogue only contains the tips of the cluster CMDs with a few of the brightest stars. Therefore, as a compromise, for the comparison we used only those clusters for which parallaxes were measured for more than 16 probable members. As a consequence, the comparison sample included 64 clusters.
We compare the trigonometric and photometric parallaxes for these clusters in Fig. 1 . The clusters are distributed over a Dana A. Kovaleva et al.: Open star clusters in the Milky Way large range of distances up to d MWS C = 2.3 kpc. Except for a few cases, there is good agreement between the trigonometric and photometric data, which are well concentrated to the bisector. A linear regression derived from the weighted least squares bisector fit (Isobe et al. 1990 ) with weights computed as 1/ε 2 shows a well-defined linear relation
with coefficients a = −0.00689 ± 0.00002 mas, b = 1.01085 ± 0.00002.
In Fig. 1 , we indicate four clusters by open circles for which the trigonometric parallaxes are significantly smaller than the photometric parallaxes. These clusters are ASCC 68, Platais 12, Per OB2, and NGC 6405. To understand the reason for this discrepancy, we looked closer into the parallax data of the probable members in these clusters. As an example, we show the case of Platais 12 in Fig. 2 . Here the parallax distribution has a bimodal character that results from a strong contamination by faint background field stars. In these few cases, a simple 3σ clipping is not an effective approach to exclude numerous non-members from the determination of the mean trigonometric parallaxes of the clusters. If we use the actual cluster members to compute the mean cluster parallax, we obtain values consistent with the corresponding photometric parallaxes. We are convinced that the uncertainty of the membership determination for faint stars in MWSC is a consequence of the low accuracy of their input data, especially of the proper motions. It is important to note that, in contrast to the mean trigonometric parallaxes, the photometric distances are only marginally affected by a poor membership determination of faint stars, since the isochrone fitting is generally controlled by bright stars that usually have more accurate input data.
Recently, the trigometric parallaxes of 19 selected nearby star clusters were published by Gaia Collaboration et al. (2017, referred hereafter as vL2017). The mean cluster parallaxes are based on a careful analysis of TGAS data. The cluster members were selected by use of position, proper motion, and parallax information. Except for the Hyades cluster,which was not included in the MWSC project, all other clusters have MWSC counterparts. However, eight of these contain less than the 17 probable members requested above.
In the left panel of Fig. 3 , we show the differences ∆ LT between the mean parallaxes derived by vL2017 and by us (i.e.
TGAS ) as described above. The error bars stand for the mean error of the differences. The average of the differences is insignificant, i.e. ∆ LT = 0.10 ± 0.06 mas. Although this is a good agreement, the vL2017 values are not identical to ours owing to different membership criteria used by us and by vL2017. We used the MWSC membership probabilities based on kinematic and photometric criteria, and on PPMXL and 2MASS data, while vL2017 membership considered the spatio-kinematic analysis of TGAS data alone.
The middle panel shows the differences ∆ LM between the trigonometric parallaxes of vL2017 and the MWSC photometric parallaxes MWS C . The error bars show only the mean errors of the average parallaxes of vL2017. Again, the mean difference is of a low significance, i.e. ∆ LM = 0.14 ± 0.07 mas. However, one observes a remarkable discrepancy between the trigonometric and photometric parallaxes of the cluster IC 2391 (a dot at ∆ LM = 0.95, log MWS C = 0.78). To understand this disagreement, we considered all trigonometric parallax determinations for this cluster in the post-Hipparcos era, and compared these to photometric parallaxes determined at about the same time. The average trigonometric parallax of tr ≈ 6.82 ± 0.10 mas was computed from Hipparcos (Robichon et al. 1999; Loktin & Beshenov 2001; van Leeuwen 2009) and TGAS data (vL2017, this paper). The average photometric parallax of ph ≈ 5.98 ± 0.21 mas was calculated from determinations of Perry & Hill (1969) , Loktin & Beshenov (2001) , , the COCD and MWSC surveys, and the data in the DAML02 database 2 . A difference of about 1 mas seems to be significant, so this may be a specific case in which the astrometric and photometric approaches consequently provide different distance estimates. The cluster IC 2391 is rather young (about 35 Myrs) with a rather loose colour-magnitude diagram, accompanied by a number of stars slightly below the main sequence, which mimic a larger photometric distance of the cluster. A similar effect can also occur in clusters with strongly variable extinction. Gaia DR2 will clarify the issue of IC 2391.
The right panel is a replication of Fig. 1 in another form but without the four discordant clusters, which we excluded from the following consideration. The error bars show only the mean errors of the average trigonometric parallaxes ε . The average difference between photometric and trigonometric parallaxes ∆ T M = −0.03 ± 0.02 mas is insignificant. No systematic behaviour can be observed for the differences ∆ T M over the whole distance range. We conclude that, on average, the astrometric and photometric distance scales are in consistence for Galactic open clusters up to at least 2.3 kpc from the Sun.
The estimated ≈10% relative errors of the photometric distances of MWSC clusters (Kharchenko et al. 2013 ) would correspond to very different error bars in Fig. 3 (middle and right panel), rising from less than ±0.1 mas for distant clusters (log MWS C < 0.0) to about ±0.3 mas for clusters at log MWS C = 0.5 and even about ±0.5. . . ±1 mas for the nearest clusters (log MWS C > 0.7), respectively. In contrast, the shown error bars of the trigonometric parallaxes are relatively constant at about ±0.1 mas over all distances. As we do not observe an increase in the dispersion of the differences ∆ LM and ∆ T M with log MWS C , we conclude that the relative errors of the photometric distances of MWSC clusters in fact decrease with smaller cluster distances. Lindegren et al. (2016) mentioned that the TGAS parallaxes may show systematic errors depending, for example, on positions on the sky and/or colour of the stars at a level of ±0.3 mas. From the comparison with the Hipparcos astrometric data for open clusters, vL2017 found that the TGAS and Hipparcos parallaxes are consistent with a slightly lower level of systematics, at 0.25 mas. From the comparison of the TGAS trigonometric parallaxes with MWSC photometric parallaxes (see Fig. 3 , right panel), the absolute parallax differences are distributed with a standard deviation of 0.12 mas and they are practically always smaller than 0.3 mas. Moreover, we do not reveal a significant systematics as a function of the distance of the clusters.
As the population of open clusters is strongly concentrated to the Galactic plane, we can go one step further and check for systematics within a strip of 10 degree width along the Galactic equator. Fig. 4 shows the result for 36 clusters of our sample that are located in this strip. From this distribution one gets a hint of some systematic variations of the differences between TGAS and MWSC as a function of galactic longitude. Whereas the parallax differences show a positive offset of ∆ T M = +0.11±0.06 mas at 30
• < l < 160 • , they are, on average, smaller elsewhere, i.e. ∆ T M = −0.06 ± 0.02 mas. As the method of isochrone fitting to get photometric distances is independent of the position on the sky, it is possible that along the Galactic equator the TGAS parallaxes have small regional systematic variations.
Summary and conclusions
We reported on our comparison of trigonometric and photometric distance scales using open clusters. Such a comparison became possible after the release of the Gaia DR1/TGAS catalogue. We determined the trigonometric parallaxes of MWSC clusters as average parallaxes of probable MWSC cluster members that are in TGAS, while the photometric parallaxes are taken from the published distances in MWSC, which are derived from isochrone fitting. For the calculation of 3σ clipped average TGAS parallaxes, we used the MWSC information on kinematic-photometric cluster membership.
To compare both scales we used 64 clusters within about 2.3 kpc from the Sun, of which each had TGAS parallax measurements of >16 probable members. Our major conclusion is that there is a good agreement between the trigonometric TGASbased and the photometric MWSC-based distance scales of open clusters, which for distances of less than 2.3 kpc coincide at a level of about 0.1 mas. In other words, the evolutionary stellar models that we used for isochrone fitting are sufficiently well calibrated (at least for the 2MASS passbands and stellar masses down to 0.5M ) and provide unbiased distances to open clusters. In the coming years the measurements by Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) will revolutionise the distance scale in our Galaxy by providing highly accurate data on trigonometric parallaxes of stars with distances up to several kpc from the Sun. However, for much more remote clusters we will still be obliged to use isochrone fitting for distance estimates in the future.
